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Who We Are

FOR STUDENTS

FOR TEACHERS

We offer students with
high academic skills the
opportunity to reach their
academic potential
through extracurricular
programs

We offer teacher training
workshops in order to
disseminate our best
teaching practices

CTY Greece academic extra-curricular &
teacher training programs

An Online Learning Environment

AIM

To reduce the achievement gaps of advanced
learners ensuring that no high-ability student
across the country is left behind

HOW

By providing an abundance of engaging learning
resources and broad accessibility to a newlydeveloped online enrichment environment.

Underlying premises of our online
enrichment program design
• Carry out system
improvements
• Design specific re-training

Jonathan Plucker

• Evaluate learning
• Evaluate engagement
• Evaluate problems

Re-design

Analyse

Evaluate

Train
Design

• Design online learning platform
• Design courses
• Explore & refine technology options

Albert Ziegler

Identify learner profiles/needs
Identify tech specifications
Research learning resources
Determine aspects of learning environment
& courses
• Determine teaching, delivery & assessment
strategies

Plan

Implement
• Provide tools for learners
• Conduct delivery &
assessment

•
•
•
•

• Professional teacher training
• IT support
• Plan & test prototype environment
& course

• Train teachers
in using the technology
• Train teachers in digitizing content
• Train teachers in virtual education

The educational landscape of Greece &
the Covid-19 pandemic

Factors deepening achievement gaps in
Greece

• true educational equity
• equality of opportunity
• social justice
• holding back a growing number of
high-ability, high-potential children

How has CTY Greece been building a
community of advanced learners till now

An online enrichment program aimed at
narrowing the achievement gap
Underlying design principles of the program:








Equity
Fairness in education
Equal access to learning opportunities
Preserving the quality and characteristics of F2F CTY Greece programs
(innovation, engagement, interactivity, learning-by-doing, etc.)
Greater equality in educational achievement

Requirements and affordances of the program:







Basic technology and infrastructure available in the majority of Greek households
Capitalizes on the dedication and passion of teachers
Minimizes costs
Offers challenges, inspires learning, empowers self-esteem
Eliminates distances

Characteristics of the online learning system
• Supports elementary and high school students
• Serves different learning styles, preferences and needs in terms of:
- duration (2-week courses with daily contact, 10-week courses with weekly contact,
12 week courses with minimal contact)
- method of delivery (synchronous or a-synchronous)
- domain (STEM & Humanities)
- abundance of learning resources
• All of the courses offer in-depth learning experiences within an inspiring,
encouraging and appealing environment and enthusiastic teachers who bring in the
CTY spirit

• Community building activities incorporated in every course

Technological Characteristics
Low-cost infrastructure:
Google Meet used for synchronous sessions
 Use of Meet whiteboard, polls, break-out rooms
 Open-source LMS (Moodle platform) for asynchronous material
(homework, quizzes, assignments, final exams)



Technological characteristics
Low-cost infrastructure:




PowerPoint presentations
Word and PDF documents
Third-party open source tools such as Padlet, Kahoot, etc. used as gamification
and formative assessment tools to enhance student engagement and check for
understanding

Introducing Katerina


Lives on the island of Mytiline



Comes from low-income family



COVID closure for several months



Keenly interested in biology



Became eligible for the CTY Greece enrichment program last October
and is now enrolled in the Bioengineering class

Compared to her school classmates Katerina is being offered:


90 mins of contact with her instructor and online peers per week



A plethora of learning resources



In-depth understanding of concepts that would not have been available till university



Ability to meet online and exchange ideas with like-minded students

Katerina

Keenly motivated to progress through her course
Interested to enroll in more online courses

She will be more successful with regards to
the development of her gifts and talents than
her schoolmates

Introducing Andreas


From a village close to the city of Xanthi



His parent came to Greece as immigrants when he was 7



His 7th grade Math teacher recognized his above-average performance
and his acute mathematical mind



He scored excellently on the Math section of the CTY Greece exam



He enrolled and has completed the Counting without Counting class

Compared to his school classmates Andreas was offered:


4-hours contact with his instructor and online peers per day for two
weeks in the summertime



In-depth understanding of concepts that would not have been available
till he was in college



An abundance of additional online learning resources



Ability to solve Math problems and exchange ideas with like-minded students

He is now eager to enroll in other online Math courses
Interested to enroll in the Cryptology F2F summer course

Andreas

He will be more successful with regards
to the development of his gifts &
talents compared to his schoolmates

These are just two of our many online
CTY students
Katerina

Andreas

Taking into account their family income both Katerina & Andreas
received a full scholarship by CTY Greece

Accessibility
for all

What has the impact been so far
 We’re succeeding!
 The program is becoming popular among low-income families and is reaching rural areas
 More and more students are applying for scholarships
 We are becoming a program without borders

 Students like Katerina and Andreas would not have had access to the learning resources,
support and motivation offered to them through the online CTY program
 For advanced learners who have the ability to make a difference for themselves, over
time this benefit will have a lasting impact on their families, schools, communities and on
our shared future

NARROW that gap…CHANGE student lives

Contact Us
Georgia Tsoulfa, Ph.D.
Director of CTY Greece
 gtsoulfa@anatolia.edu.gr

Haido Samaras, Ph.D.
Academic Dean of CTY Greece
 hsamara@anatolia.edu.gr
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